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amazon com an officer and a spy a novel 9780385349581 - an amazon best book of the month february 2014 a spy thriller and psychological examination robert harris s an officer and a spy looks at the infamous dreyfus affair through the personage of a functionary turned whistle blower, an officer and a spy by robert harris goodreads - robert harris an officer and a spy which is set directly in the aftermath of dreyfus conviction revisits the affair from the perspective of georges picquart the newly appointed spymaster of french intelligence who discovers not only that dreyfus was innocent but that there was a massive conspiracy behind, an officer and a spy wikipedia - an officer and a spy is a 2013 historical fiction thriller by the english writer and journalist robert harris it tells the true story of french officer georges, an officer and a spy lydbog robert harris storytel - despite official warnings picquart persists and soon the officer and the spy are in the same predicament narrated by picquart an officer and a spy is a compelling recreation of a scandal that became the most famous miscarriage of justice in history, an officer and a spy a novel kindle edition by robert - an officer and a spy a novel kindle edition by robert harris download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading an officer and a spy a novel, a 230 000 debt and a linkedin message led an ex cia officer - how a 230 000 debt and a linkedin message led an ex cia officer to spy for china kevin mallory went years without a steady job making him a ripe target for recruitment court documents say, an officer and a spy by robert harris paperback barnes - robert harris in his fine novel an officer and a spy lucidly retells the famous bizarrely complicated and chilling story drawing on the vast trove of books about the dreyfus affair and some newly available materials harris tells a gripping tale, an officer and a spy penguinrandomhouse com - about an officer and a spy robert harris returns to the thrilling historical fiction he has so brilliantly made his own this is the story of the infamous dreyfus affair told as a chillingly dark hard edged novel of conspiracy and espionage, an officer and a spy review robert harris s thriller based - robert harris has crafted a compelling narrative of state corruption and individual principle writes andrew anthony, book review an officer and a spy by robert harris npr - book review an officer and a spy by robert harris robert harris new an officer and a spy is a fictionalized account of the dreyfus affair which as critic alan cheuse notes is tailor